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CALIFORNIA PRETRIAL IN ACTION

I

INTRODUCTION

The pretrial conference is a part of practically every civil action litigated in California superior courts. Since the adoption of the mandatory pretrial rules in 1957, there has been considerable debate about the efficacy of the rules and their administration. Many argue that the pretrial conference has caused swifter and more accurate disposition of civil cases. Others contend that the conference is a waste of time. Unfortunately, neither of these views has been adequately documented.

This Comment is the report of an attempt to measure the effect of mandatory pretrial conferences upon the processing of civil cases. To gather the desired information, a comprehensive questionnaire was sent to judges and attorneys throughout California. One part of the questionnaire asked for replies based on personal observations. The judges and attorneys were asked for their observations of the impact of pretrial upon preparation for trial, upon the number and time of settlements, and upon the length of trial. Another part of the questionnaire was designed to gather replies based on opinion. Specific questions in this part asked for opinions about the optimum use of pretrial for civil actions in general and for personal injury and domestic relations actions in particular. Thus, to the extent that it was possible for the respondents to separate their observations from their opinions, the survey was more than an opinion poll.

In order to understand the results of the survey, it is necessary to be thoroughly acquainted with the present California pretrial procedure. To provide this background, the following items are considered briefly: the pretrial rules; the interpretation of these rules by the courts; the pressure to amend the rules; and the related provisions of California law. The philosophy of pretrial is then discussed as a prelude to the presentation of the survey procedure and the survey findings.

II

THE CALIFORNIA PRETRIAL CONFERENCE

A. The Rules

As its name suggests, the pretrial conference is a conference prior to trial between the pretrial judge and the opposing counsel. Its purpose is to bring about agreement on a simplified trial agenda, if, at the time of the conference, a trial still appears necessary. The conference is held after issue is joined2 and after discovery is substantially completed.3 Without adjudicating controverted

1 Cal. Super. Ct. R. 8.4, 8.5.
facts, the pretrial judge may consider any matter, including settlement, that will aid in the disposition of the case.

At the conclusion of the conference, the judge renders a pretrial order setting forth the matters agreed upon and enumerating the remaining issues of law and fact. Unless modified at or before trial, the order supersedes inconsistent pleadings.

The California rules are similar to the federal rules as to the scope of the conference and as to the effect of the order; they differ from the federal rules, however, by providing for the pretrial of every civil case.

B. Judicial Interpretation of the Rules

The California courts have given the rules the force of law. It has been held that failure to hold a pretrial conference is error, though not necessarily reversible error. If the conference takes place and a pretrial order is filed, the courts have sanctioned the rule that the order, unless modified, supersedes inconsistent pleadings. De Castro v. Liberty S.S. Co., illustrates the reach the appellate courts have given this rule. The court held that if the pretrial order does not preserve the issue of whether the complaint states a cause of action, then that issue is no longer in the case. If the De Castro holding is correct, the pretrial conference is the last point at which a party may question the complaint's failure to state a cause of action, unless a subsequent motion to modify the pretrial order is successful.

4 CAL. SUPER. CT. R. 8.5.
5 The judge may consider and act upon: (1) pretrial statements of counsel; (2) amendments to the pleadings; (3) simplifications of factual and legal issues; (4) admissions of facts and documents; (5) references to commissioners or referees; (6) jurisdictional matters; (7) discovery matters; (8) requirements for trial briefs or for memoranda of points and authorities; (9) estimates of time for trial; and (10) assignments of the date and place of trial. CAL. SUPER. CT. R. 8.4(a).
6 CAL. SUPER. CT. R. 8.6.
7 CAL. SUPER. CT. R. 8.8.
8 The pretrial rules of most other states are based on FED. R. CIV. P. 16.
12 Cantillion v. Superior Court, 150 Cal. App. 2d 184, 309 P.2d 890 (1957). The court cited CAL. CONST. art. VI, § 1a, for the proposition that the California Judicial Council's rules of practice and procedure, including rules adopted under specific statutory mandate, have the force of law when not inconsistent with any legislative enactment.
14 CAL. SUPER. CT. R. 8.8. See cases cited note 15 infra.
16 Accord, Perry v. Thrifty Drug Co., 186 Cal. App. 2d 410, 9 Cal. Rptr. 50 (1960). In this case, the plaintiff failed to allege or prove that he had given the defendant notice of a breach of warranty. The trial court non-suited the plaintiff. The district court of appeals reversed, holding that the issue of lack of notice had not been preserved by the pretrial order and that the fact of notice was therefore established.
17 There have been no cases interpreting the standard for modification of the pretrial order, "to prevent manifest injustice." CAL. SUPER. CT. R. 8.8. Cf. CAL. CODE CIV. PROC. § 473,
The issues preserved in the pretrial order also control the introduction of evidence at the trial. If a party attempts to introduce evidence extrinsic to the issues of the order, a timely objection thereto will be sustained. On the other hand, evidence of matters outside the issues of the order has sometimes been introduced without objection. If there has been no showing of surprise by the opposing party, then an amendment of the pleadings to conform to the proof has been upheld on appeal. It is probable, however, that the proper way to re-introduce an issue into the case is to move to amend the pretrial order, rather than to move to amend the pleading.

The order may thus add to, subtract from, or leave unchanged the issues in the pleadings. In general, it may be observed that the pretrial order does "rather strange things to conventional pleadings and the rules concerning them." which provides that after notice to the adverse party, the court, in its discretion, may allow an amendment to the pleadings "upon such terms as may be just." See 2 Witkin, California Procedure §§ 590-613 (1954) for a comprehensive analysis of the factors that the courts have considered in determining whether to allow amendments to the pleadings.


No party shall be deprived of the right to present competent proof at the trial in support of any issues raised in the pleadings unless such issues have been expressly waived at the pretrial conference and such waiver is recorded in the said summary of results.

(Emphasis added.)

20 The pretrial rules specify the proper way to modify the pretrial order. If possible, any objection to the order should be taken at the conference. If the judge does not sustain the objection and amend the order, then a request to correct or to modify the order should be served and filed during the five days prior to the filing of the order. Cal. Super. Ct. R. 8.7(b). After the order is filed, an objection is properly taken at or before trial by a motion to modify the order, not by a motion to amend the pleadings. Cal. Super. Ct. R. 8.8. If the court overrules an objection prior to, or during, trial, it may be possible to obtain review by an extraordinary remedy. See Kroninger, Pre-Trial Conferences, Procedure Before Trial 751 (Cont. Ed. Bar 1957). If properly preserved, an objection to the pretrial order provides a ground for appeal from a final judgment. Cal. Super. Ct. R. 8.10.

21 Rule 8.8 provides that, where inconsistent with the pleadings, the pretrial order controls the subsequent course of the action. Since Cal. Const. art. VI, § 1a gives the Judicial Council power only to provide rules that are not inconsistent with existing or future laws, consider the possible conflict of Rule 8.8 with: (1) Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 426(2) requiring the complaint to state facts constituting a cause of action; (cf. Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a), which requires plaintiff to state only a claim showing entitlement to relief); (2) Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 589 stating that an issue of law arises on a demurrer to the complaint or to the answer; (3) Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 591 providing that an issue of law must be tried by the court unless waived; (4) Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 434 stating that if an objection is not taken by demurrer or answer, then it is waived, except the objection that the complaint does not state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action; (5) Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 452 requiring the allegations of a pleading to be liberally construed; (6) Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 462 providing that if a material allegation of the complaint is not controverted, then the allegation is deemed to be true; and (7) Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 469-70 stating that if there is no material variance, then the court may order an amendment of the pleadings to conform to the proof.

C. The Pressure to Amend the Rules

To understand the present status of pretrial in California, reference must be made to the manner in which the rules were adopted and to the current pressure to amend the rules.

Pursuant to a legislative resolution,23 the California Judicial Council made a study of pretrial24 and, in its 1954 report, recommended that pretrial be adopted by rule rather than by statute.25 The Council felt that it would be in a better position than the legislature to supervise the operation of the rules and to make timely amendments to them.26 At the 1955 session, the legislature enacted Code of Civil Procedure section 575, providing that the Judicial Council may promulgate rules governing pretrial conferences.27 In September, 1956, the Council adopted pretrial rules for the superior courts, effective January 1, 1957.28 Thus, in the existing framework, there are two ways to amend the rules: (1) the Judicial Council may itself change the rules; or (2) the legislature may amend section 575 to restrict or to expand the scope of the rules.

Despite resistance to mandatory pretrial,29 the Judicial Council has made only one minor modification of the rules since their adoption in 1956.30 In 1960, however, the Council published proposed changes designed to strengthen the present rules,31 but to date the Council has taken no action on these changes. While the Judicial Council has proposed changing the rules to reinforce mandatory pretrial, the legislature and the Conference of State Bar Delegates have considered proposed code amendments that would undermine mandatory pretrial. In 1961, the legislature considered a bill32 that would have divested the Judicial Council of its power to require pretrial in every case.33 The bill passed the Assembly, but the Senate Committee on the Judiciary referred it to the Assembly Committee on Rules too late in the session for action to be com-
Most observers are of the opinion that the bill would have passed the Senate if it had reached the floor and that, barring changes to the rules, the bill will be introduced at the 1963 session. Thus, at present, there is substantial pressure to amend the rules. Facing the possible loss of its power to provide for mandatory pretrial, the Judicial Council will probably change the rules before the legislature convenes in 1963.

D. Related Provisions of the California Law

To place pretrial in a proper procedural context, it is necessary to outline some of the related provisions of California law. The most closely related procedure is the settlement conference, a progeny of pretrial. The conference is completely voluntary, being held only if each party to the case requests it. Since discussion of settlement is the purpose of the conference, the parties, or someone with authority to settle, must attend or be immediately available. If the case is not settled, the judge either draws a pretrial order or sets the case for a future pretrial conference.

Discovery is another California procedure intimately related to pretrial. The similarity of these two procedures is apparent from the California Supreme Court's statement of the purpose of the Discovery Act of 1957:

1. to give greater assistance to the parties in ascertaining the truth and in checking and preventing perjury;
2. to provide effective means of detecting and exposing false, fraudulent and sham claims and defenses;
3. to make available, in a simple, convenient and inexpensive way, facts which otherwise could not be proved except with great difficulty;
4. to educate the parties in advance of the trial as to the real value of their claims and defenses, thereby encouraging settlements;
5. to expedite litigation;
6. to safeguard against surprise;
7. to prevent delay;
8. to simplify and narrow the issues; and
9. to expedite both preparation and trial.

36 See note 122 infra for an explanation of a current pretrial experiment in Los Angeles. This procedure may be the prototype for a change in the rules by the Council.
37 The settlement conference was initiated in Los Angeles by a policy memorandum concerning pretrial. XXXVII METROPOLITAN NEWS (Los Angeles) No. 168 at 8 (1959). The settlement conference is used in at least two other counties: Alameda and San Francisco. 18 CAL. JUDICIAL COUNCIL BIENNIAL REP. 126 (1959-1960).
38 This explanation is based on the Los Angeles settlement conference. XXXVIII METROPOLITAN NEWS (Los Angeles) No. 168 at 8 (1959).
39 See CAL. CODE CIV. PROC. §§ 216-35 for the California discovery procedures. These sections were added by the Discovery Act of 1957 (Cal. Stats. 1957 ch. 104) and were patterned after FED. R. CIV. P. 26-37. See Greyhound v. Superior Court, 56 A.C. 353, 373, 364 P.2d 266, 274-75, 15 Cal. Rptr. 90, 98-99 (1961). Under the federal rules, discovery and pretrial have been described as extensions of the pleadings. Thus conceived, the pleadings serve to give notice to the adversary of the claim or the defense; discovery serves to gather information about the controversy; and pretrial serves to define the issues in preparation for trial. See The Last Horizon in Pleading Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 48 COLUM. L. REV. 491 (1948). Compare FED. R. CIV. P. 8(a) (requires the plaintiff to state a claim showing entitlement to relief) with CAL. CODE CIV. PROC. § 426(2) (requires the complaint to state "facts" constituting a cause of action).
40 See text at notes 57-70 infra for a statement of the purpose of pretrial.
41 Since the survey was partly conducted on a "before" and "after" basis, i.e., respondents were asked to compare non-pretried cases prior to 1957 with pretried cases subsequent to 1957, it is probable that the survey results were affected by the adoption of the more liberal discovery procedures in 1957. In many cases, respondents must have found it difficult to distinguish the effects of discovery from the effects of pretrial upon civil adjudication.
In addition, it has been frequently observed that pretrial may be used as a device to “discover” additional facts. If discovery and pretrial demonstrate that no triable issue of fact remains in the case, then, on motion, the court may enter a summary judgment. In opposition to a motion for summary judgment, however, a party may file an affidavit controverting only a part of the claim. The court will then render a partial summary judgment order establishing the claim to the extent that it is not controverted. The case is then tried on the issues not eliminated by the order. The partial summary judgment order is thus similar to the pretrial order, both seeking to define the issues in dispute.

Although it may not be strictly accurate to describe California pretrial as “one unit in an integrated system of rules,” pretrial may be described as “one of a number of [procedures] . . . that have for their direct objective simplification and expedition.”

III

SURVEY GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURE

A. Survey Guidelines

With the California pretrial provisions as a background, the philosophy of pretrial is now discussed as a guide to the presentation of the survey procedure.

1. Pretrial and the Adversary System

Many lawyers object to pretrial because they feel that it is inimical to the adversary system. They argue that the parties should control the proceedings prior to the trial. If the parties cannot resolve their controversy, then they bring it to trial. Under this theory, unless one of the parties files a preliminary motion, the judge first enters the case at trial, not prior to trial. The judge takes the case as it is presented to him by the parties in the pleadings, and not as the case is presented, through his intervention, in the pretrial order. The truth

---

44 Cf. Cal. Super. Ct. R. 8.4(b). If the parties so stipulate, the court may determine any matter, including controverted facts, at the pretrial conference. For the only reported case involving the use of this device, see Hall v. San Jose Abstract & Title Ins. Co., 172 Cal. App. 2d 421, 342 P.2d 362 (1959).
46 Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 597. Upon a motion by either party, the court may order a separate trial of any defense not involving the merits and constituting a bar to, or a ground for abatement of, the action. If the court finds for the defendant, then the court will enter an interlocutory judgment in his favor. If the court finds for the plaintiff, then, on motion, the court will order a trial on the remaining issues.
47 Professor Louisell thus describes federal pretrial. Louisell, Discovery and Pre-Trial Under the Minnesota Rules, 36 Minn. L. Rev. 633 (1952).
48 As Louisell further describes federal pretrial. Id. at 633.
50 Sunderland, supra note 49, at 215–16. Professor Sunderland describes this as the principle of “party presentation.”
emerges at trial through a tightly regulated, but highly contested, battle between vitally interested partisans.61

On the other hand, many believe that pretrial strengthens, rather than weakens, the adversary system.62 One author has stated this philosophy of pretrial: "Pre-trial is not an attempt to obviate the struggle that is common law litigation, but to guarantee that the struggle will be real, not sham, and that the battles will be fought out in the heartland of the controversy, not on the fringes."63 Thus considered, the lawsuit is a search for the truth,64 and there is no valid reason why the judge should not participate in the search prior to trial.65 Although an ill-prepared attorney stands to gain by his opponent's disclosures at the pretrial conference, he also stands to lose by his own inability to ensure that his client's case is properly presented at the pretrial conference, he also stands to lose by his own inability to ensure that his client's case is properly presented at the pretrial conference and is properly reflected in the pretrial order.66

2. Pretrial Objectives

Pretrial was initially adopted in this country to meet the problem of court delay.67 This aspect of pretrial has proved attractive to courts and legislatures considering its adoption.68 But there is considerable dispute whether pretrial realizes all or any of the following objectives: (1) to save court time;69 (2) to save attorney time;70 (3) to increase the number of settlements;71 (4) to promote earlier settlements;72 (5) to encourage more jury waivers;73 (6) to shorten trials;74 (7) to dispose of preliminary matters (amendments, admissions, etc.);75 and (8) to narrow and define the issues of law and fact.76

61 See Louisell, Discovery and Pre-Trial Under the Minnesota Rules, 36 Minn. L. Rev. 633, 640 (1952).
63 Louisell, supra note 51, at 660–61.
64 The United States Supreme Court has described federal pretrial, coupled with discovery, as a device to narrow and to clarify the issues so that trials "no longer need be carried on in the dark." Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495, 501 (1947). See Greyhound v. Superior Court, 56 A.C. 353, 374, 364 P.2d 266, 275, 15 Cal. Rptr. 90, 99 (1961), in which the court stated that the legislature, by enacting the Discovery Act of 1957 (Cal. Stats. 1957 ch. 90), intended to take the game element out of trial preparation.
66 See cases cited in note 18 supra.  
67 See 3 Moore, Federal Practice 1107 (2d ed. 1948); Nilms, Pre-Trial 3 (1950); Sunderland, supra note 49, at 220.
69 See Kroninger, Pre-Trial Conference, Procedure Before Trial 735 (Cont. Ed. Bar 1957).
73 See Thomas, The Story of Pre-trial in the Common Pleas Court of Cuyahoga County, Pre-Trial, A Symposium, 7 W. Res. L. Rev. 367, 372 (1956).
76 Ibid.
The advocates of pretrial contend that pretrial results not only in swifter justice, but also in better justice. The advocates of pretrial divide as to optimum use of pretrial. Some argue that pretrial results every case and that the conference should be mandatory. Others contend that pretrial is a waste of time in many cases. See, e.g., O'SHEA, CR. R. 8, 9, 9.5 (short causes and trials de novo are excepted from mandatory pretrial); N.J. RULES 4:29-1(a) (divorce actions are excepted); 20 F.R.D. 500 (1957) (questions whether simple personal injury actions should be pretried). But see Brennan, After Eight Years: New Jersey Judicial Reform, 43 A.B.A.J. 499, 564 (1957) (greatest benefit from pretrial in personal injury cases). Still others argue that the need for flexibility requires the conference to be optional rather than mandatory. See, e.g., LOUISELL, Discovery and Pretrial Under the Minnesota Rules, 36 MINN. L. REV. 633, 661, 667 (1952); DICKERSON, The Pre-Trial Conference, 9 HASTINGS L.J. 117, 119-20 (1958); Letter (undated) to Harry Nims from Ira W. Jayne, Chief Judge of the Circuit Court, Wayne County, Mich. (the founder of modern pretrial), quoted in NIMS, PRE-TRIAL 16-17 (1950).

But again stated that court statistics do not demonstrate the full benefits of pretrial. See, e.g., Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495, 501 (1947); MOORE, FEDERAL PRACTICE 1104, 1106-07, 1115 (2d ed. 1948); LAWS, supra note 60. "The grand objective of a pretrial conference is to prepare the trial judge and counsel on each side for the best possible trial of the case." VANDERBILT, The First Five Years of the New Jersey Courts Under the Constitution of 1947, 8 RUTGERS L. REV. 289, 298 (1954). See also LAWS, supra note 60, at 19.

Since the California rules apply to all superior courts, the study was conducted on a state-wide basis. See appendixes B and C. The questionnaires were mailed on August 31, 1961.


B. Survey Procedure

A critical evaluation of the interrelation of pretrial and the adversary system involves a study of subjective value judgments that by their nature preclude factual analysis. This objection, however, is no barrier to a statistical study of many of the objectives of pretrial. The survey was thus directed to analyzing the most readily observable effects of pretrial, e.g., the effect upon length of trials. Since adequate state-wide judicial statistics were unavailable, the method chosen was designed to collect the observations as well as the opinions of experienced pretrial judges and attorneys. Comprehensive questionnaires based on a recent survey by the Columbia University Project for Effective Jus-
were addressed to all of California's 301 superior court judges and to 1200 California attorneys selected for their probable pretrial and trial experience. The first part of the questionnaires asked for general information about the respondents. In the second part, those judges and attorneys who had had trial experience prior to the introduction of pretrial were asked to report their personal observations of the impact of pretrial upon civil adjudication. All respondents were asked for their opinions about pretrial in the third part. In the final part of the questionnaires, the respondents were encouraged to expand their reactions to pretrial beyond the confines of the multiple-choice questions of the preceding two parts.

Over half of those questioned replied. Moreover, the returns indicated that the respondents were on familiar terms with the subject of inquiry. The survey thus represents the observations of 86 judges and 410 attorneys and the opinions of 162 judges and 545 attorneys.

The responses were analyzed according to information about the respondents requested in part one of the questionnaire. The judges' replies were collated with respect to (1) the size of the county where the judge's court is located, and (2) the extent of the judge’s trial and pretrial experience. The attorney responses were processed by (1) the size of the county where the attorney conducts most of his practice, (2) the size of the attorney's firm, and (3) the attorney's trial and pretrial experience. If an attorney's reply indicated that his practice included substantial personal injury litigation, his reply was analyzed with reference to whether he was a plaintiff's attorney or a defendant's attorney.

It had been predicted that replies would differ according to the above variables. For example, it was hypothesized that respondents from smaller counties

The Project is presently conducting a controlled experiment on the operation of pretrial in New Jersey. Three groups of cases are being examined: (1) those mandatorily pretried; (2) those not pretried; and (3) those optionally pretried. Sovern, Proposed Revision of the New York Practice Act, 1959 Post-Graduate Conference at Columbia Law School, 60 Colum. L. Rev. 50, 82–86 (1960); Columbia University Project for Effective Justice, Experiment to Test the Effectiveness of Pretrial Conferences in New Jersey (unpublished memorandum dated November 16, 1959). The method used in the New Jersey study has been described as the only decisive way to measure the effect of pretrial. Ziesel, Kalven & Buchholz, Delay in the Court 143–44 (1959). Since New Jersey has mandatory pretrial, the results of this survey should be most interesting to California attorneys and judges.

The source of superior court judges was 54 Cal. 2d vi (1961).

The sources of lawyers were Martindale-Hubbell, 1 Law Directory 89–331 (1961 ed.); Markham's Negligence Counsel 21–42 (1960–61 ed.); Am. Acad. of Trial Lawyers, List of Members (1960 ed.). Every third lawyer in the first two sources was included in the survey; all California members of the Academy were included.

Questionnaires were returned by 179 judges and 588 attorneys, a total of 767. The questionnaires of 13 judges and 35 attorneys were not sufficiently completed to be tabulated. Twelve questionnaires were received after October 31, too late to be collated. The replies are on file in the California Law Review office.

See table 2 infra, which shows that 88% of the judges and 92% of the attorneys answering that particular question were included in the "much experience" category. If a judge reported that he spent 10% or more of his time in civil trials, or 5% or more of his time in pretrial conferences, his reply was included in the "much experience" category. If an attorney reported participation in 10 or more trials and 10 or more pretrial conferences, his reply was included in the "much experience" category.

These numbers are based on the highest number of respondents answering a particular question in the observation part of the questionnaire.

These numbers are based on the highest number of respondents answering a particular question in the comments part of the questionnaire.
would be less receptive to pretrial than those from larger counties, because attorneys in the smaller counties know each other and customarily meet prior to trial to accomplish many of the objectives of the formal conference. Yet no significant differences in replies were attributable either to the size of the county of origin or to the other variables. In fact, the replies were more often significant because of their similarity in this respect.

Three questions were included to determine whether the respondents were answering accurately and carefully. It was believed that if a respondent answered that pretrial caused fewer or later settlements, or longer trials, then the validity of his entire reply would be doubtful. Less than two per cent of the respondents offered the “wrong” observations that pretrial caused fewer settlements and longer trials. Yet five per cent of the judges and seven per cent of the attorneys reported that pretrial caused later settlements. Many respondents explained, however, that there is a tendency among attorneys to wait until the conference before beginning settlement negotiations. Some charged that defense counsel, who are paid on a per diem basis, deliberately wait until the conference before making serious attempts to settle, because the conference constitutes a court appearance chargeable to the client. Others reported that attorneys find the pretrial judge’s opinion of the case helpful in reaching a settlement. Hopefully, the latter view is more accurate.

By its nature a multiple-choice questionnaire cannot produce comprehensive replies. Respondents were therefore asked to volunteer additional comments in part four of the questionnaire. These comments, as well as personal interviews and personal observations of pretrial conferences, tended to confirm the survey findings which are now set forth.

IV

SURVEY FINDINGS

The survey results revealed much about California pretrial in action. While many of the findings were predicted, others were quite unexpected. As an aid to their analysis, the findings based on observations, the findings based on opinions, and the findings based on comments are presented separately.

A. Findings Based on the Observations of Attorneys and Judges

Based on their own observations, judges and attorneys were asked to compare non-pretried cases prior to 1957 with pretried cases subsequent to 1957.

83 Because of the method used to select the attorneys surveyed, and because of the possibility of a nonrepresentative distribution of returns from all those surveyed, it may be that all of the sub-groups mentioned in the text were not equally represented in the survey responses. Since there is a possibility of unequal representation of sub-groups, the similarity of responses serves to strengthen the conclusions drawn.
84 See tables 1 and 2 infra.
85 See note 106 infra.
87 The author attended pretrial conferences in three California counties and in the District of Columbia.
1. Time Factors

a. Settlement

The survey shows a sharp difference between the reports of judges and the reports of attorneys on the effect of pretrial upon settlement. Almost two out of three judges observed the proportion of cases settled to be greater, while better than two out of three attorneys found the proportion of cases settled to be unchanged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Greater</th>
<th>Smaller</th>
<th>Unchanged</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Judges</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorneys</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In analyzing this response, it should be noted that the attorneys are probably in a better position to report on settlements. Although it is clear that pretrial has not had a negative influence upon the number of settlements, it is not safe to conclude that pretrial has brought about more settlements.

Judges and attorneys followed the above pattern in their observations of the effect upon time of settlement. Thus, 62 per cent of the judges reported earlier settlements, while 66 per cent of the attorneys found the time of settlement unchanged.

b. Jury Waivers

The respondents decisively agreed that pretrial does not affect the number of jury waivers. 73 per cent of the judges and 94 per cent of the attorneys chose "unchanged" in reply to the jury waiver question. Apparently factors other than pretrial produce jury waivers.

c. Length of Trial

A small majority of judges reported shorter trials because of pretrial. Attorneys, on the other hand, were decisive in reporting the length of trials to be unaffected by pretrial.

---

88 The numbers of judges and attorneys answering individual questions varies throughout the Comment because not all the respondents answered each question. As discussed in note 78 supra, many questionnaires were not processed because of substantial incompleteness.

89 Since the reply "smaller" was considered inaccurate, the question, in effect, asked only whether pretrial has caused a greater number of settlements.

90 See text at notes 37-38 supra for a discussion of the settlement conference as a progeny of the pretrial rules.

91 One superior court judge summarized the possible factors as follows: "... how various witnesses will appear on the stand, the form sheet of the present panel, evaluation of medical reports, the prestige of doctors who are going to testify, the earning capacity, appearance of life expectancy of plaintiff, target value and insurance coverage of the defendant, the appearance and attitude [of] the defendant or his agent . . . ."
TABLE 2.

EFFECT OF PRETRIAL UPON LENGTH OF TRIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Longer</th>
<th>Shorter</th>
<th>Unchanged</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Judges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Little</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Much</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Much</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorneys</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Little</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Much</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This difference in observation between attorneys and judges is difficult to explain. Both judges and attorneys with considerable experience answered that the length of trials was unchanged more often than did those with less experience. Although it is not likely that pretrial causes longer trials, there is no clear indication that pretrial causes shorter trials.

d. Total Time Spent on the Disposition of a Case

Judges and attorneys again differ in their reports of the effect of pretrial upon the time required to dispose of a case.

TABLE 3.

EFFECT OF PRETRIAL UPON TOTAL TIME SPENT ON THE DISPOSITION OF A CASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Longer</th>
<th>Shorter</th>
<th>Unchanged</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Judges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Attorneys</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaintiffs</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defendants</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A majority of attorneys say that it takes them more time to dispose of a pretried case, while only ten per cent of the judges report that more judicial time is expended because of pretrial. It should be noted that these questions attempted to measure two distinct variables, judge time and attorney time. The difference in observation here is thus easier to explain than in previous questions that required responses concerning the same variable, e.g., length of trial.

---

92 The sub-totals do not equal the total because three attorneys did not complete the questions about experience. Their questionnaires were, however, sufficiently completed to be collated.
93 Since the reply "longer" was considered inaccurate, the question, in effect, asked only whether pretrial had caused shorter trials. See text at note 84 supra.
94 This question was included in the opinion section (Part III) of the questionnaire because it was believed that the responses of all judges and attorneys would be valuable on this point. The analysis of the replies is included in this section because the replies were probably based on the respondents' own experience and because the replies are germane to the general heading of time factors.
95 Although the previous questions were designed to investigate a single variable, it is possible that the judges and attorneys also based their earlier replies upon different experiences. The responses to the survey do not indicate that this was the case.
The attorneys' report that more of their time is required to dispose of a pretried case is consistent with their report that pretrial does not induce more or earlier settlements and does not shorten trials. To realize an overall time-saving by pretrial, the attorney must save more time by earlier or more frequent settlements, or by shorter trials, than the time he spends in preparation for, and as a participant in, the pretrial conference.\(^6\) It appears safe to conclude that pretrial has not saved attorneys' time.

Conversely, the survey findings indicate that pretrial has not consumed additional judicial time. Whether pretrial has saved judicial time is not apparent from the survey.

2. Quality of Disposition

a. Judge and Attorney Preparation for Trial

Judges were asked to answer questions about the effect of pretrial upon their own preparation for trial as well as upon attorneys' preparation. Attorneys were asked only about their own preparation.

| Table 4. |
| Effect of Pretrial upon Judge and Attorney Preparation for Trial. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. Attorneys' Preparation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helpful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorneys</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Judges' Preparation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b. Judges' Preparation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helpful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The judges' responses show that they have observed pretrial to be helpful in preparing attorneys for trial. To a slightly lesser extent, the judges find that pretrial is helpful in their own preparation for trial. Although attorneys, by a small plurality, reject the idea that pretrial affects their preparation for trial, a substantial percentage of them found pretrial to be helpful. A possible conclusion is that pretrial has a beneficial effect upon both judge and attorney preparation for trial.

b. Proportion of Cases Not Finally Determined at the First Trial

In an attempt to measure the impact of pretrial upon the quality of adjudication, a question was asked about the effect of pretrial upon the proportion of mistrials, new trials, judgments notwithstanding the verdict, appeals, and reversals. If pretrial had been reported to cause a lower proportion of these kinds of disposition, then it would have been concluded that pretrial was benefiting the quality of disposition. On the other hand, if it had been reported that a higher proportion of cases was being decided after the initial trial, then it would

\(^6\) Defense attorneys are reported to make the best use of rule 8.1(a)(iv), which directs the presiding judge, where feasible, to assign the same pretrial date to cases involving the same attorney. Yet table 3 shows no variation between plaintiff's and defendant's counsel as to the total time spent on a case.
have indicated that the cases were not being properly pretried. Since it was felt that individual attorneys would not have been exposed to enough cases in all these categories to provide meaningful observations, only judges were asked this question. 71 out of the 90 judges who answered reported that pretrial did not affect these kinds of dispositions.

B. Findings Based on the Opinion of Judges and Attorneys

In this section the findings based on the respondents' opinions are set forth.

1. The Best or Most Just Result

Judges and attorneys were asked to put time factors aside and to give their opinions of the effect of pretrial on bringing about the "most just result" (judges) or "the best result for my clients" (attorneys).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5. THE EFFECT OF PRETRIAL UPON THE BEST OR MOST JUST RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Favorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorneys</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This response shows judges and attorneys in substantial agreement that pretrial has had a negligible effect in bringing about the best or most just result. On the other hand, the great majority of those who believe that pretrial has affected the result, believe that the effect of pretrial has been favorable. Although many commented that the pretrial order should not supersede the pleadings, only a few answered that pretrial adversely affected the result.

2. Judicial Administration and Attorney Participation

Judges and attorneys were asked for their opinions of each other's administration of, or participation in, the pretrial conference. The results show both groups to be somewhat critical of the other's performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 6. JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION OF AND ATTORNEY PARTICIPATION IN PRETRIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfactory Satisfactory Unsatisfactory Total No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judges' opinions of attorneys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorneys' opinions of judges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This response could have important ramifications. It indicates inadequate administration of, and inadequate participation in, pretrial. It is doubtful whether the same dissatisfaction between judges and attorneys exists in other areas of litigation.

Numerous comments in this area, however, emphasized two noteworthy factors: (1) If the attorney is dissatisfied with the rules, then he is likely to blame the judge rather than the rules; and (2) if the pretrial judge is not convinced of the worth of pretrial and does not compel active participation by the attorneys, then the attorneys are likely to be unenthusiastic and unprepared.
On the other hand, attorneys often remarked that pretrial was being "sabotaged" by some judges. There were reports of conferences held on the morning of the trial. In at least one case no conference was held.\textsuperscript{97} Both judges and attorneys criticized the frequency of the "pro forma" pretrial conference.\textsuperscript{98}

3. When Should Cases Be Pretried?

a. Personal Injury Cases

Many argue that the average personal injury case should not be pretried because the issues of law and fact are simple.\textsuperscript{99} The survey findings are shown below.

| Table 7. WHEN SHOULD PERSONAL INJURY ACTIONS BE PRETRIED? |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | In all Cases %  | In the Usual Case % | In the Occasional Case % | Never % |
| Judges           | 49              | 16              | 32              | 3             | 152           |
| All Attorneys    | 28              | 13              | 54              | 5             | 496           |
| Plaintiffs       | 25              | 11              | 54              | 5             | 144           |
| Defendants       | 15              | 14              | 68              | 3             | 169           |
| Both*            | 22              | 13              | 58              | 7             | 60            |
| Total P.I.**     | 20              | 10              | 64              | 6             | 373           |
| Others (non-P.I.)| 52              | 13              | 34              | 1             | 123           |

* Personal injury attorneys who represent both plaintiffs and defendants.

**Personal Injury

Judges and non-personal injury attorneys favored pretrial in all personal injury actions. Yet a substantial majority of the personal injury lawyers favored pretrial only in the occasional case. The responses also show that defendant's attorneys were more strongly inclined to this response than plaintiff's attorneys. This answer was inconsistent with comments that defendant's attorneys are favorable to pretrial because they are paid on a per diem basis.\textsuperscript{100} Undoubtedly, the response supports the opposition to mandatory pretrial in personal injury actions.

b. Domestic Relations Actions

A plurality of both judges (40 per cent) and attorneys (47 per cent) felt that domestic relations actions should be pretried only in the occasional case. The comments repeatedly favored pretrying only cases involving a property settlement.

c. What Should the General Rule Provide?

The survey revealed that before the adoption of the present rules about one-third of the judges (38 per cent) and attorneys (31 per cent) had favored mandatory pretrial.\textsuperscript{101} The responses show that at the time the survey was conducted,
a bare majority of the judges and only one-third of the attorneys favored the present rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mandatory</th>
<th>Permissive</th>
<th>Abolish</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Judges</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorneys</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This response will be discussed in the concluding section. It is sufficient to say here that every conceivable pretrial rule was suggested under the category "other."

C. Comments

About one-half of the respondents added comments in the section provided in the questionnaire, providing much valuable information. The most important and most frequently made comments are presented in this section in an attempt to draw a more complete picture of the California pretrial conference in action.

By far the most important and most frequent comment of judges and attorneys was that the "pro forma" pretrial conference is prevalent in California courts. Many described a "pro forma" pretrial conference in similar terms. At the call of the case for pretrial, the opposing attorneys\(^\text{102}\) hand their pretrial statements\(^\text{102}\) to the pretrial judge. The judge takes a minute to glance over the statements and then (1) corrects the title of the cause if any party has been incorrectly named, (2) dismisses the action as to unnecessary or unserved parties and as to fictitious defendants, (3) ascertains those matters not really in dispute, e.g., corporate existence, (4) restates the issues remaining for trial\(^\text{104}\) or incorporates the statements of the issues in the pleadings,\(^\text{105}\) and (5) assigns a trial date and asks the parties to waive notice of trial.

It is apparent that attorneys who have participated in perfunctory conferences are biased against the present rules. Furthermore, the judges who conduct these conferences must also disapprove of the rules. Unquestionably, the survey replies were strongly affected by the perfunctory pretrial conference.

A frequent and related comment was that the same judge should pretry and try the case. The reason given was that the judge in such cases will take more pains to make the pretrial hearing productive. Even if this assumption is correct,

\(^{102}\) There were many reports of firms sending a junior man, not the trial attorney, to pretrial. See Cantillon v. Superior Court, 150 Cal. App. 2d 184, 309 P.2d 890 (1957). In that case, a law firm was cited for contempt for the failure of one of its attorneys to be prepared for the pretrial conference. The court held that contempt is proper only against an individual attorney and not against his firm.

\(^{103}\) Cal. Super. Ct. R. 8.2 provides: "[The parties or their counsel] shall prepare, and submit to the pretrial conference judge at or before the conference, a joint written statement of the matters agreed upon and a joint or separate written statement of the factual and legal contentions to be made as to the issues remaining in dispute." (Emphasis added.) Many pretrial judges, however, require only separate written statements.

\(^{104}\) Many pretrial orders restate the issues in a personal injury action as "negligence" and "contributory negligence."

\(^{105}\) See Patrick J. Ruane, Inc. v. Parker, 185 Cal. App. 2d, 488, 8 Cal. Rptr. 379 (1960). The pretrial order quoted the parties' pretrial statements and the court found them to be no more specific than the pleadings.
courts with large calendars have found it necessary to have a pretrial calendar and to assign special pretrial judges for ordinary cases. Protracted cases, however, are frequently assigned to a single judge who supervises the case through all the pretrial proceedings including law and motion matters. By this procedure, the judge is constantly educating himself about the issues and is better prepared to try the case.

Many attorneys believed that the pretrial order should not supersede the pleadings. They argued that competent lawyers draft expositive pleadings after considerable research into the legal and factual issues of a case. A pretrial judge has only the benefit of a quick review of the pretrial statements and of a brief hearing with the attorneys before he drafts the pretrial order. It is submitted that under the present rules the judge is not given sufficient time to examine the pretrial statements of the parties, because the rules require only that the pretrial statements be submitted "at or before" the conference.

On the other hand, some judges and attorneys suggested two pretrial conferences. In addition to the present conference about five weeks before the trial, another conference would be held as soon as issue is joined. The purpose of this conference would be to limit the issues in order to limit discovery, which many complain is causing an unjustified increase in the cost of litigation. In view of a recent California Supreme Court decision, it would be difficult to achieve the purpose of such a conference under the existing rules. The supreme court held that discovery may be had of any matter relevant to the "subject matter," as opposed to the "issues," of a pending action. Even if the issues were narrowed at the proposed conference, it does not follow that the subject matter would necessarily be condensed. Therefore, it is doubtful whether the scope of discovery could be effectively confined under the existing rules.

CONCLUSION

The survey results indicate that California pretrial has realized neither the hopes of its most ardent advocates, nor the fears of its most vigorous opponents. Yet it would be a mistake to conclude that the survey definitely establishes the success or failure of pretrial in relation to the objectives that the survey attempted to measure. Although some conclusions may be drawn from the results, it is more accurate to consider the results as indications of the current attitudes toward pretrial. The survey should be regarded as an aid to a comprehensive analysis of the efficacy of the California pretrial conference.

In the eyes of many observers pretrial under the present rules has not paid for itself in terms of time saved. Thus, the results do not indicate that pretrial

---

107 Id. at 125; 20 F.R.D. 483, 552-57 (1957).
108 Cal. Super. Ct. R. 8.2(c); cf. Cal. Judicial Council, Rules for the Superior Court: Proposed Amendments, 35 Cal. S.B.J. 461, 466-67 (1960). The Judicial Council proposed changing rule 8.2 to provide that an itemized list of special damages must be served and filed at least 10 days prior to the conference.
109 Cal. Super. Ct. R. 8.12(a) provides that, if possible, cases shall be set for trial within five weeks of the conference.
110 Greyhound Corp. v. Superior Court, 56 A.C. 353, 364 P.2d 266, 15 Cal. Rptr. 90 (1961). Many respondents replied before this case was decided.
111 Id. at 388, 364 P.2d at 284, 15 Cal. Rptr. at 108.
112 Cal. Super. Ct. R. 8.4(a) provides that the court may consider and act upon simplification of the "issues."
CALIFORNIA LAW REVIEW has encouraged a greater number of jury waivers, has appreciably condensed trials, or has saved attorneys' time. Moreover, it is doubtful whether pretrial has caused more or earlier settlements or saved judges' time. Whether pretrial has affected the quality of civil adjudication is not clear from the survey.

If five years is sufficient time to judge the mandatory conference, then the survey may indicate that the mandatory rules have outlived their usefulness. The rules have served to educate the courts and counsel about the benefits of pretrial when faithfully administered in proper cases. But mandatory pretrial, it is submitted, has fostered perfunctory pretrial. Since the mandatory rule requires judges to pretry every case, a busy court often is forced to adopt an "assembly line" approach to the conference. In this posture, adequate time is not available for the case in which pretrial could be a great benefit.

On the other hand, some judges and attorneys have never been convinced of the worth of the conference and make no serious attempt to accomplish anything by it. Pretrial at its worst is a costly procedure for the litigant. The litigant must reimburse his attorney for time spent in preparation for, and as a participant in, the conference. Nothing is more frustrating to the conscientious attorney than to charge his client for a useless procedure.

The survey questionnaire was drafted upon the assumption that the California controversy was being properly fought in terms of mandatory versus permissive pretrial. Yet it is apparent that statement of the issue in these terms has tended to confuse two analytical questions that should be distinguished: (1) "pretrial or not?" and (2) "how much pretrial?" Thus, it has been often

\[113\] The Judicial Council has argued that it is too early to evaluate pretrial. See 17 CAL. JUDICIAL COUNCIL BIENNIAL REP. 56 (1957-1958). Many respondents stated that pretrial cannot realize its full potential until there is a genuine abandonment of the "game" theory of litigation. These observers emphasized that this change of view will be gradual. Some indicated that the change will occur only with a new generation of lawyers. As a result, they said, pretrial cannot be judged fairly at this time.

\[114\] The "pro forma" pretrial conference has also been recognized and criticized by the appellate courts: "Had the pretrial judge delved into the matter at all, he could have discovered the true nature of the controversy, settled the issues to be tried, required such amendments . . . as might be required . . . and eliminated the contention as to the pleadings now pressed upon us. He did none of these things." Patrick J. Ruane, Inc. v. Parker, 185 Cal. App. 2d 488, 493, 8 Cal. Rptr. 379, 382 (1960). When a pretrial judge passed the issue of whether the complaint stated a cause of action on to the trial judge, the appellate court remarked that this practice "patently" defeats the purpose of pretrial and should be avoided. Taylor v. S & M Lamp Co., 190 A.C.A. 777, 12 Cal. Rptr. 323 (1961).

\[115\] In most counties, the average length of a pretrial conference is about 15 minutes. See, e.g., CXXII THE RECORDER (San Francisco) No. 81 at 3 (1961). The October 26, 1961, calendar for San Francisco Superior Court Department Seven (pretrial department) listed 13 cases between 9:30 and 12:00 and 14 cases between 2:00 and 4:30. Cf. Bunten, Pretrial in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia, 45 KAPPA BETA PI Q. 11, 14 (1961). Mrs. Bunten, a special pretrial examiner, reports that the average length of 395 pretrial hearings (selected at random) was one hour.

\[116\] Cf. Bunten, supra note 115, at 11-12. Through the use of exhaustive pretrial hearings before special pretrial examiners, the District of Columbia pretrial system is designed to reduce trial time substantially and to free the time of pretrial judges for other matters.

\[117\] It is possible that the introductory letter, see appendix A, biased the replies by phrasing the controversy in terms of mandatory versus permissive pretrial. It is further possible that the question asking for the respondents' opinions as to the best pretrial rule had the same effect. If there was a bias introduced from these sources, it is probable that it was favorable to mandatory pretrial, because no alternative rules, other than permissive pretrial, were set forth in the survey letter or questionnaire.
assumed that only opponents of pretrial oppose the mandatory rules. Numerous comments, however, indicated that many proponents of pretrial also oppose the mandatory rules. On the other hand, many respondents reported that they favor the mandatory rules because they oppose the permissive rules. Since almost all of the respondents agreed that pretrial is or could be used effectively in some cases, the proper question is probably "how much pretrial?"

If the rules are not mandatory, then the problem is to make optimum use of the pretrial conference by finding a workable method of selecting cases to be pretried. The following factors appear relevant to a resolution of this dilemma: (1) whether certain conditions should be placed upon the order, motion, or request to hold or not to hold the conference; (2) whether the burden of acting should rest upon the one who wants the conference or upon the one who opposes the conference; and (3) whether the court, or counsel, or both, should determine the cases to be pretried.

When the Judicial Council or the legislature considers a change or amendment to the rules, the conditions upon acting and the burden of acting to bring about or to oppose the conference should be determined. These determinations having been made, one of the following may be an appropriate rule:

A pretrial conference shall (or shall not) be held unless:

1. the court so orders, or;
2. the court so orders on motion of:
   a. one of the parties, or
   b. all of the parties, or;
3. all of the parties so request;
4. one of the parties so requests.

The important point is that all of these alternatives should be considered before the rules are changed or amended.

James G. Seely, Jr.

---

118 See 17 Cal. Judicial Council Biennial Rep. 56 (1957-1958). A typical comment of the survey respondents was: "But—my fear is that if it [pretrial] is made permissive and not mandatory... it won't be long before there will be very few pretrials. It is a difficult dilemma."

119 Respondents' comments heavily support this proposition. See tables 7 and 8 supra, which further demonstrate that the respondents overwhelmingly advocate pretrial in some personal injury cases and in some cases as a general rule.

120 See Zisel, Kalven & Buchholtz, Delay in the Court 154 (1959).

121 Another factor that should perhaps be included is whether the provision for pretrial should be made by court rule or by statute. In addition, the propriety of a state-wide rule, as opposed to a local court rule, might be examined.

122 The Los Angeles County Superior Court is presently experimenting with a pretrial innovation in personal injury cases. If both attorneys meet prior to the date set for the pretrial hearing and submit a joint pretrial statement showing that their conference has complied with the pretrial rules, then the pretrial commissioner will prepare a proposed pretrial order. If there is no objection to this order, the judge, without further proceedings, will execute the order at the time set for the pretrial conference. The program is completely voluntary. It does not apply to cases presenting complicated issues of law or fact or to cases having been set on the special settlement calendar. XXXIX Metropolitan News (Los Angeles), No. 161 at 1, 8 (1961).


124 Ibid.
The Pretrial Conference in California Superior Courts

In 1957, the mandatory pretrial conference was adopted for civil actions brought in California superior courts. In 1961, the legislature very nearly enacted A.B. 1745. This bill would have amended the Code of Civil Procedure to provide for permissive pretrial conferences, i.e., on order of the court, in its discretion, or upon application of any party to the case. Many argue that the passage of A.B. 1745 would have effectively abolished pretrial in many counties.

The purpose of this survey is to study the California experience with pretrial. We are sending questionnaires to all superior court judges and selected attorneys. (Attorneys: If you are a member of a firm and do not normally participate in pretrial conferences or trials, please pass the enclosed questionnaire to a member of your firm who does.)

We shall be most grateful for your considered replies to the enclosed questionnaire. We shall be grateful, also, if you will mail back your replies within ten days.

We have numbered the questionnaires so that we may determine if the returns represent state-wide coverage. We are interested only in statistical results. We shall process your reply in strict confidence.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Respectfully,

JAMES G. SEELY, JR.

APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO SUPERIOR COURT JUDGES

(All judges please answer parts I, III, and IV.)

I. General Information:
   A. I have been a superior court judge since............................. (year).
   B. If assignments are made by department in your county, what is your present assignment?
   C. Please estimate the percentage of your time since 1957 in the following assignments:
      (1) presiding at pretrial conferences:.............................................
      (2) presiding at the trial of cases which have been pretried:....................
      (3) other (please specify): ..............................................................

(Please answer the questions in part II only if you presided at the trial of cases which would have been subject to pretrial prior to 1957 and have presided at the trial of cases which have been pretried since 1957.)

II. Please compare non-pretried cases prior to 1957 with pretried cases based on your own observation:
   A. Because of pretrial, attorneys are:
      (1) better prepared for trial .............................................
      (2) not as well prepared for trial .............................................
      (3) prepared to the same extent .............................................
   B. The pretrial order has the following effect on my own preparation for trial:
      (1) helpful .............................................
      (2) unhelpful .............................................
      (3) negligible .............................................
   C. Because of pretrial, the proportion of jury waivers is:
      (1) greater .............................................
      (2) smaller .............................................
      (3) unchanged .............................................
   D. Because of pretrial, trials are:
      (1) longer .............................................
      (2) shorter .............................................
      (3) unchanged .............................................
E. Because of pretrial, the proportion of mistrials, new trials, judgments n.o.v., appeals and reversals is:
(1) greater .......... (2) smaller .......... (3) unchanged .......... 
F. Because of pretrial, the proportion of settlements prior to verdict is:
(1) greater .......... (2) smaller .......... (3) unchanged .......... 
G. Because of pretrial, settlements occur:
(1) earlier .......... (2) later .......... (3) unchanged .......... 

III. Your opinion of the effect of pretrial:
A. Because of pretrial, the total judicial time spent on the disposition of a case is:
(1) longer .......... (2) shorter .......... (3) about the same .......... 
B. Time factors aside, pretrial aids in reaching a:
(1) more just result .......... (2) less just result .......... (3) no change has been observed .......... 
C. Participation in pretrial by attorneys has been:
(1) very satisfactory .......... (2) satisfactory .......... (3) unsatisfactory .......... 
D. Personal injury actions:
(1) should be pretried in all cases .......... (2) should be pretried in the usual case .......... 
(3) should be pretried in the occasional case .......... (4) never should be pretried .......... 
E. Domestic relations actions:
(1) should be pretried in all cases .......... (2) should be pretried in the usual case .......... 
(3) should be pretried in the occasional case .......... (4) never should be pretried .......... 
F. Before pretrial was adopted, I was in favor of:
(1) mandatory pretrial .......... 
(2) permissive pretrial (on order of the court, in its discretion, or upon application of any party to the case) .......... 
(3) other (please specify) : 

G. I now feel that pretrial should be:
(1) mandatory .......... 
(2) permissive .......... 
(3) other (please specify) : 

IV. I offer these comments:

APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO ATTORNEYS
ATTORNEYS

(All attorneys please answer parts I, II, and IV.)

I. General Information:
A. I have been practicing law in California since .................. (year).
B. I conduct the balance of my practice in the following county (counties):

C. Prior to the adoption of pretrial in 1957, I tried the following number of cases per year which would have been subject to pretrial:
(1) less than 5 cases .......... 
(2) 5 - 10 cases .......... 
(3) more than 10 cases .......... 
(4) not in practice prior to 1957 .......... 
D. Since 1957, I have tried the following number of cases subject to pretrial:
(1) less than 10 .......... 
(2) 10 - 20 .......... 
(3) more than 20 .......... 
E. Since 1957, I have participated in approximately the following number of pretrial conferences:
(1) less than 10 .......... 
(2) 10 - 20 .......... 
(3) more than 20 .......... 
F. If you are a member of a firm, what is the total membership of the firm, including associates?
(1) less than 5 .......... 
(2) 5 - 10 .......... 
(3) more than 10 .......... 
(4) not a member of a firm .......... 
G. If your practice included substantial personal injury work, do you represent:
(1) primarily plaintiffs .......... 
(2) primarily defendants .......... 
(3) both .......... 
(4) not applicable ..........
II. Please compare non-pretried cases prior to 1957 with pretried cases based on your own observation:

A. Because of pretrial, the proportion of my cases which have been settled prior to verdict is:
   (1) greater ........... (2) smaller ........... (3) unchanged ...........

B. Because of pretrial, I find that settlement usually occurs:
   (1) earlier .......... (2) later ........... (3) unchanged ...........

C. The effect of pretrial on my preparation for trial is:
   (1) helpful .......... (2) unhelpful ........... (3) negligible ...........

D. Because of pretrial, I waive jury trials:
   (1) more frequently .......... (2) less frequently ........... (3) about the same ...........

E. Because of pretrial, I find that trials are:
   (1) longer ........... (2) shorter ........... (3) unchanged ...........

III. Your opinion of the effect of pretrial:

A. Because of pretrial, the total attorney time spent on a case is:
   (1) longer ........... (2) shorter ........... (3) about the same ...........

B. Time factors aside, the effect of pretrial on securing the best results for my clients has been:
   (1) favorable ........... (2) unfavorable ........... (3) negligible ...........

C. Personal injury cases:
   (1) should be pretried in all cases .......... (2) should be pretried in the usual case ...........
   (3) should be pretried in the occasional case ........... (4) never should be pretried ...........

D. Domestic relations cases:
   (1) should be pretried in all cases .......... (2) should be pretried in the usual case ...........
   (3) should be pretried in the occasional case ........... (4) never should be pretried ...........

E. Judicial administration of pretrial has been:
   (1) very satisfactory ........... (2) satisfactory ........... (3) unsatisfactory ...........

F. Before pretrial was adopted, I was in favor of:
   (1) mandatory pretrial ........... (2) permissive pretrial (on order of the court, in its discretion, or upon application of any party to the case) ...........
   (3) other (please specify): ........... ........... ...........

G. I now feel that pretrial should be:
   (1) mandatory ........... (2) permissive ........... (3) other (please specify): ........... ........... ...........

IV. I offer these comments: